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Below some videos posted by our member Egon: 
 

 

This time in Brazil, the "far-right" or as they say the "Trump of the Tropics" has won the 

election: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NjNilKUvBDo 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h2siVON7RLQ 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DiWL8ulm5o8 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W7v7s-_6lmE 

 

 

Bolsonaro and many other people who are Nationalists and against the movements of 

assimilation and state destruction are gaining power in states. As always, these politicians will 

be judged by their actions. 

 

When countries enter a state of extreme anarchy, the people demand after a point people who 

represent masculine or orderly energies such as Trump or Bolsonaro. Bolsonaro is white, and 

looking into the matter, other than the usual whining of the leftists on him, and how he has 

praised a military regime, I have found nothing substantial to support that this person is a bad 

person or bad politician. He has also made some mean comments here and there, which 

everyone has in this planet.  
 

But we live in a world where anything stated can be used against someone. On the other hand 

those who judge over "words" also pulled a knife to stab him not too long ago from what 

appears to be a commie attack on him. I guess some people speak, while the "moralists" just 

pick the knives up and kill people as part of their "morality". Sort of like Israel, and how they 

judge people based on words and brand them as anti-semites, but carry extermination planning 

on the Palestinians in the term "Business as Usual". 
 

So long these politicians do not interfere with the freedoms of the people and stamp upon 

corruption, they will be helped to carry this objective. Criminality is what leads civilizations into 

the ruins, and Brazil is a high risk nation for this. People are extremely fed up with this situation. 

In many cases, all the police and the military combined is not enough to cleanse the corruption, 

the cartels, and the criminals. Most people do not have the faintest idea how hard life is in 

Brazil. 
 

What I can comment on the subject, when some people go after major pestilence and social 

destruction, and some politicians act to solve this, the Gods will assist them with invisible 

means. Most of these people are far from ideal, but they do suffice. Not for the sake of the given 
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politician and because they like them, but because they are trying to set things in a better 

direction than corrosive globalists aka jews and their alien hive. 
 

Nationalism on it's own is not the final objective of the Gods. Labels are less important than 

doing what really matters. Their final objective is racial solidarity among racial kin (no higher law 

other than biology at this level), and greater unification based on altruism and racial order. 

Nationalism represents the part where order is concerned, in our shallow political systems 

today. Brazil is out of control with many people suffering from intense poverty and crime and 

they require help. 

 

"The Left of the 21st century" is nothing what it were a hundred of years ago or in the time of the 

Renascence. It is now all about praising criminals like Stalin, Lenin, or Fidel Castro. The jews 

have viciously hijacked the traditional left and...left very few traces in it of the original socialist 

ideology which is based on social equity and altruism. Which was originally formulated not as 

basis of Globalism bullshit, but for National borders. At that point the crap about caring for 

people that want to kill you wasn't part of any political agenda.  
 

The left today is compromised of corrosive jews who just play their ideological games on 

innocent Nations that believe in easy solutions, those who financially bankrupt countries, open 

borders to hateful foreigners, allow crime to dwell by claiming it is 'against human rights' to act. 

The jew hijacked the altruism of the left to ultimately make the movements into Communism 

bastions. And the people are not dumb, they can see it. At least, more than half of a people in a 

civilization as recent polls do show in some large countries. Bolsonaro won with a 55% which is 

a strong indicator of this. 
 

An example here is the traditional left should not whine because Bolsonaro said he will stamp 

on the criminality and corruption. They should welcome it, since it serves a good purpose for 

equality and peace in a country. It came from the original left that people living in the lower 

strata deserve to have their exploitation ended, that health care is deserved and so forth. But at 

this point the only concern of the 'left' is that it is about protecting the jews and echoing their 

memes. Such as Bolsonaro being "Far Right" or a "Nazi" even.  
 

The right, on the other hand, is blinded by cheap low level christian Nationalism which is a huge 

preventive boulder in people waking up. This is another method of control of the system, but it's 

steps further than being assimilated and killed in your own homeland by invasive hordes. In a 

safer situation the RTR's will deconstruct xianity completely, and remove all it's power and lustre 

over people, same as Islam. So this shouldn't be something to worry about more than for 

example, the infestation of the free world with people that believe they should behead you 

simply because you do not believe in the jewish egregore named "Allah".  

 

At the end of the day, it appears, the jewish order of globalists is just receiving hit after hit. Out 

of this will rise a system based on Nationalism, and after this, we will push matters for these 

things to evolve.  
 

Nationalists tend to at least respect other Nationalists in the recent democratic system since 

they are cornered. If in the future they misbehave and try to play rogue between nations of 

racially similar people, this will be easier to turn around than the situation where all nations on 

earth are moved into a gulag to be abused by jews for the rest of their life.  



 

So, moving on, and keep up the Final RTR everyone. We are making excellent progress. 
 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 

 
 

- http://www.joyofsatan.org 
- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 
- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 
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